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Slide 1: I’m going to talk today about the University of Louisville Photographic Archives’ recent
participation with Historypin.com, and how through this website, historical photographs in our
collections are being experienced in new ways, as well as being transformed in both use and meaning.
Slide 2: Historypin was created by the British company called We Are What We Do in partnership with
Google. It’s a free, user-generated online archive of photographs that was developed, according to
their website, with the purpose to “promote inter-generational conversation and interest in history.”
Slide 3: Users can upload photographs and “pin” them on a Google map corresponding to where the
photos were taken. Information about the photographs (referred to as “stories”), can include address,
date, names, and more, which allows for a certain amount of contextual information to remain with
the image. Also, stories for any photograph can be added to by any user. With this “crowdsourcing”
aspect, Historypin hopes to spark discussion, and bring people from all over the world together
through collective story-telling.
Images can be searched by location, subject and date…
Slide 4: … and, they can be compared with modern-day views via “Google Street View” technology. Of
course some photographs are more successful with this than others - only photographs taken “at
street level” will work with this feature, but when you do have an image that was shot from a similar
angle as the Google Street View, the result is mesmerizing. This method of bringing together past and
present is, in my opinion, the true appeal of Historypin.
Slide 5: To have a content base, Historypin solicited a number of institutions with historical photo
collections to participate in the Beta testing of the website. The University of Louisville Photographic
Archives was invited to take part during Beta testing, shortly before the website’s official launch last
July. Early partners in the U.S. include libraries, museums, and historical societies, but the UofL Photo

Archives was one of the very first educational institutions in the U.S. to participate as a partner, and we
have contributed over 170 photographs to date.
Slide 6: Some upgrades to the site were just launched last month. “Historypin Channels” now allows
users to customize their own page with a logo, banner heading, color scheme and background image,
as well as links to other social networking accounts.
Slide 7: Now, through the use of buttons and banners, institutions can also embed their Historypin
Channel in their own website – this allows for easy and direct navigation for both regular users and
new visitors, from your established site to your new Historypin channel.
Slide 8: Also new is a Statistics page that tracks total pin, tour, and collection views, and the number of
fans of your Channel. View counts for each image are also offered, as well as sorting by your most
popular images according to views. This information is critical for measuring the impact of a project like
this. Since this data became available last month, we have been able to witness the increase in traffic
as a result of various blog posts and other linked announcements of our new Historypin Channel.
Slide 9: Other features include “Collections”, where users can group photographs by subject, location,
event and so on - offering an additional access point for people searching specific subjects or types of
images.
Slide 10: Users can also put together “Tours”, and recreate the act of traveling around a region, as if
visiting different sites within a specific neighborhood or with a common theme. A map view in the
corner of the screen places each photograph geographically, while descriptive information and street
view remain with each image in the tour.
Slide 11: When first choosing what photographs to include on Historypin, we considered certain
criteria. Working from photographs that have already been digitized, we began with recognizable
locations around the city – views of places and things that many people would be familiar with, and
images that illustrate what made Louisville a noteworthy city in the early part of the 20th century –
such as Churchill Downs, City Hall, Main Street, and the Belle of Louisville steamboat - shown here in
1934 when it was named “The Idlewild.”

Slide 12: Just as intriguing as getting a historical view of things we see today is a look into parts of
Louisville that have since vanished. For example, the White City Amusement Park, streetcars, and
Fontaine Ferry Park on the West side of the city. It’s likely that many younger people in Louisville
haven’t even heard of these places, and I hope that these images would prove interesting to them. I
find them very thought-provoking – offering up more questions than answers.
Slide 13: We have also included photographs that depict significant events in Louisville’s history, like
the 1937 Flood and the Tornado of 1890. These images are reminders of the city’s ever-present
vulnerability to Mother Nature, and provide proof that facing natural disasters in Louisville is nothing
new.
Slide 14: As interesting as I may find it to look at historic photos of buildings, it may be difficult for
some people, especially kids, to relate to “old-fashioned” black & white pictures. So, we have
deliberately included images that show people. I believe these photos help anchor them in a specific
time frame, as well as connect the viewer on a more personal level.
So… what does presenting historical photographs on Historypin accomplish?
Slide 15: Well, clearly the context of the photographs shifts dramatically. The majority of the photos
that we have included on Historypin are from two local commercial studio collections: Caufield &
Shook, and the Royal Photo Company. These particular studios were prolific in the first half of the 20th
century, and documented diverse aspects of Louisville.
Caufield & Shook had the motto “We photograph ANYTHING, day or night” – so as you can expect,
images in this collection span many themes with their clients having been architects and builders,
merchants, advertisers, civic agencies, and private individuals.
Slide 16: The Royal Photo Company collection focuses on commercial photography for local
businesses. Hillerich & Bradsby (who are the makers of the Louisville Slugger), Southern Bell
Telephone, and Brown & Williamson Tobacco were major clients. Interestingly, Royal Photo often rephotographed the same locations at different times for a specific client –the Perma-Stone Company –
shooting the before and after of the remodeling and installation of the company’s product. These are

intriguing because their original purpose was to be paired and viewed together. Now on Historypin,
they can be joined by a third, modern view.
Slide 17: Evidently, the Royal Photo Company also did work for a number of law firms, shooting
photographs of scenes where accidents had occurred. What may have originally been the focus and
intent of these types of photographs (such as recording the roads, intersections, traffic signs), may be
of lesser significance to what is shown in the background or periphery now when compared to the
present-day street views in the framework of Historypin.
Slide 18: The simple act of “pinning” a photograph to a Google map, without even superimposing it
over a modern Street View, already enhances its meaning by situating that image within the context of
a specific geographic location. An interior photograph pinned to a map according to where it was
taken, adds to any historical information contained within – offering new details to analyze from
understanding the images’ location in respect to block, street, neighborhood, and so on.
Slide 19: Naturally, photographs that can be compared to modern Street Views provide even more
information. These views illustrate a building that stands today on East Market Street in Louisville.
From this pairing, we can see that the facade has had some considerable architectural modification
since 1933 – with the decorative elements having been removed. When and why they were removed
we don’t know, but the visual information provided by this juxtaposition of images shows that it
indeed happened – revealing the dynamic nature of architecture. In contrast…
Slide 20: …this pair of images show a row of buildings on Louisville’s South 4th street that exist today
nearly exactly as they did in the photograph from 1940, save for a name change from Loew’s to the
Palace Theatre. We can see that there have been some minor changes in paint color, lattice, perhaps a
door frame – but beyond that – this juxtaposition raises questions of why and how have these
buildings remained intact, while others around the city have been altered or demolished entirely.
Slide 21: We have also included 3 photos of the same commercial building - that along with the recent
street view, span over 8 decades. This group of photographs provides the most evident representation
of the passage of time, through visible changes in things such as signage, street surface, and
automobiles. And, because there are four images to evaluate, offer twice as much information as only
a pair of “then and now” photographs.

Slide 22: The most exciting feature on Historypin is the ability to fade photographs in and out over
their contemporary Street Views. Here is a photograph of Bardstown Road in 1935. The transition from
the superimposed historical image to the present-day street view, recreates the actual passage of time
from past to present. Adjusting the transparency of the black and white image to reveal the modern
one is like peeling away layers in time.
Slide 23: This photo shows Hook & Ladder Company No. 2 on Hancock Street around 1915. The
building still stands and now houses the Firehouse Gallery. From examining this pair of images we can
see that the building façade has had changes, most notably in the doors – likely because of the
evolution of fire trucks. But it’s the people shown in the historic photo that create a particularly ghostly
combination – allowing the viewer to easily visualize the past life of this building.
Slide 24: This photo of the Church of Our Lady in the Portland neighborhood shows the waters of the
1937 flood cresting at the top of the front door. The merging of these two images creates a way to stay
in touch with the past. And frankly, after viewing this, it would be hard for me to see this church today
without envisioning the water surrounding it. And I think this essentially sums up the Historypin
experience: that knowing the history of place changes how you see it in the present.
Slide 25: Using photographs as historical records of a place is not a new idea. In 1851, the French
government organized the Mission Heliographique, a photographic project to classify, protect and
restore French landmarks. The U.S. government sent photographers like Timothy O’Sullivan and
William Henry Jackson on geological surveys in the 1860s and 70s to explore and document the
American West. And Carleton Watkins’ photographs of Yosemite were used to lobby for the 1864 act
that declared that park to be the first national monument. (Baldus, Mestral, Le Gray, Le Secq, Bayard)
Slide 26: Using photographs to explore change in the landscape is also not new. Photographer Mark
Klett has been working with re-photography since the late 70s. Here, Klett’s re-photograph of
Eadweard Muybridge’s 1878 panorama of San Francisco, illustrates an immense change in urban
landscape – showing not only a city that has evolved in the passage of more than a century, but a city
that was essentially reborn after the Earthquake and Fire of 1906.
Slide 27: Photographer Camilo José Vergara has been portraying the transformation of urban
landscapes by photographing the same locations since the early 1970s. His work reveals both physical

and societal transformations in the inner-city neighborhoods he photographs, reflecting bigger issues
of sociological and economic change.
Like re-photography, Historypin combines images of the same place created at different times, but
unlike re-photography, these images were made for different purposes and used in entirely different
contexts. Nevertheless, both re-photography and Historypin are about place and time, and have the
power to create a kind of historical investigation through photography.
Slide 28: What also sets Historypin apart from earlier re-photography projects is, of course, that it is a
digital application, available to everyone on the web. Actually, a few new approaches to rephotography have seen a revival on the internet with websites like Dear Photograph and Back to the
Future. Many of these projects operate on nostalgia, but like Klett, Vergara, and Historypin, they are
using photography as records to explore the past.
Slide 29: More than just sparking a discussion and interest in history, Historypin transforms
photographs into artifacts from the past, and performs as a vehicle for time-travel by linking physical
places with past events. Though these photographs have always held information, as the context has
changed and they have been pinned to a map, identified, captioned, and paired with modern views,
the information offered by each photograph has shifted and expanded. The juxtapositions created on
Historypin reveal new evidence depicting change in Louisville’s shifting urban landscape. Taken as a
whole, the images build a picture of Louisville through time, and prompt deeper questions about the
cause of the visible change. In the framework of Historypin, photographs become something more
than visual representations – they are at work as historical records.
As a free, online application, Historypin is offering institutions a new way to provide access to
collections that are often locked behind doors - in effect, lowering the human and physical barriers
between collections and users. We hope this means of expanded access will allow us to successfully
serve traditional audiences, as well as attract new ones.

